FINDING THAT PROVERBIAL NEEDLE THAT PREVENTS YOUR SECURITY BLIND SPOTS

CloudAccess SIEM technology offers advanced intelligence capable of synthesizing the underlying risks associated with complex distributed attacks on large networks. The system considers the context of each threat and the importance of the assets involved, evaluates situational risk, discovers network inventory and distinguishes actual threats from the thousands of false positives that are produced each day in every network. Our flexible and scalable solution works on public, private or hybrid clouds. We’ve made it easier and more cost effective to achieve your enterprise access management goals.

- Security operations use the SIEM console for attack detection and mitigation
- Compliance auditors use the reporting dashboard to create forensically accurate reports
- Management uses the SIEM to plan for and justify budget requests

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR ASSETS FROM THE CLOUD

CloudAccess
SECURITY IN THE CLOUDS

SIEM IDENTIFIES, CORRELATES AND REMEDIATES THREATS IN REAL TIME

- Compliance automation
- Low level real-time detection of threats and anomalous activity
- Network, host and policy auditing
- Contextual network behavior analysis
- Forensic log management
- Risk-oriented security analysis
- Executive and technical reports
- Scalable high-performance architecture
- Delivered as a true cloud-based SaaS application
- Customized configuration defines your needs, protects your entire enterprise
CloudAccess SIEM
- Meets compliance requirements easily and quickly...including PCI, SOX HIPAA
- Works on Public, Private or Hybrid Cloud configurations
- Leverages existing security on-premise or in the cloud.
- Forensic auditing consoles generates powerful real-time vulnerability scans
- Intrusion detections protects your enterprise while providing valuable assessments against future attacks
- Comprehensive incident management system promotes data-mining

A BETTER DEFENSE: BRINGING THE POWER OF CONTEXTUAL CORRELATION TO YOUR RISK AUDIT

Active Monitoring Around the Clock. CloudAccess SIEM automates the security monitoring of IT systems and controls in real time, enabling you to identify and respond to anomalies and policy violations quickly and efficiently.

Real Time Reporting. Providing service beyond simple security monitoring, CloudAccess SIEM collects, correlates, monitors and displays data from thousands of events per second in real time. This is essential for government applications and compliance regulations.

Information Not Just Data. CloudAccess SIEM helps you make sense of the volumes of data that your systems generate. CloudAccess’ unique capabilities allow you to build highly sophisticated correlation scenarios based on your specific business requirements to quickly recognize new trends, attacks, or violations, significantly reducing or eliminate false positives. You can manipulate and interact with real-time graphical information and drill down into historical details ranging from seconds to hours in the past.